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the tohoku line is a local commuter line that is used mainly by local people who work in sendai, miyagi prefecture. it is cheaper than the yamagata and akita shinkansen lines. if you are staying in the tokyo area, the ticket prices are similar to the cheaper yamanote and akasaka
shinkansen trains. it makes sense to use this line if you dont have the time to go to akita. if you are staying in sendai, it is possible to save money by using this line. the yamagata and akita shinkansen lines are direct shinkansen services that go the furthest and take the most time.

these are regular trains that are branded as the shinkansen. these trains are nozomi trains. as far as i know, there are only three trains that make up the nozomi shinkansen service. its very important to know which train you are boarding because this is a shinkansen. the tickets
prices for these services are similar to the cheaper yamanote line. if you buy a ticket from sendai or any other smaller city, this makes for a cheaper travel. after reaching hokkaido, the line starts branching off. one line will take you to sapporo. this line will run through wakkanai,
abashiri, and hopefully akiachikota. the second line will take you to a town called kusatsu, that will be connected to a small ski resort called seikan kusatsu. these two stations will be connected by a funicular, something not found in the tohoku or joetsu lines. the third line will run
north-south and will go through sakhalin island. most of the line is probably not open, so it is likely that services will run by train and boat up and down the line. eventually, this third line will connect to the choshi line, but the service will probably not be open until 2020. finally, a

fourth line is planned to run through minamifurano, kasao, and morioka. this line is still just a proposal, and has not reached full funding. hopefully, it will become a reality, but this line will take a long time to build, and is not scheduled to open until 2030.
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the tohoku line is a local commuter line that is used mainly by local people who work in
sendai, miyagi prefecture. it is cheaper than the yamagata and akita shinkansen lines.

if you are staying in the tokyo area, the ticket prices are similar to the cheaper
yamanote and akasaka shinkansen trains. it makes sense to use this line if you dont

have the time to go to akita. if you are staying in sendai, it is possible to save money by
using this line. the yamagata and akita shinkansen lines are direct shinkansen services
that go the furthest and take the most time. these are regular trains that are branded

as the shinkansen. these trains are nozomi trains. as far as i know, there are only three
trains that make up the nozomi shinkansen service. its very important to know which

train you are boarding because this is a shinkansen. the tickets prices for these services
are similar to the cheaper yamanote line. if you buy a ticket from sendai or any other
smaller city, this makes for a cheaper travel. after reaching hokkaido, the line starts
branching off. one line will take you to sapporo. this line will run through wakkanai,
abashiri, and hopefully akiachikota. the second line will take you to a town called

kusatsu, that will be connected to a small ski resort called seikan kusatsu. these two
stations will be connected by a funicular, something not found in the tohoku or joetsu

lines. the third line will run north-south and will go through sakhalin island. most of the
line is probably not open, so it is likely that services will run by train and boat up and
down the line. eventually, this third line will connect to the choshi line, but the service

will probably not be open until 2020. finally, a fourth line is planned to run through
minamifurano, kasao, and morioka. this line is still just a proposal, and has not reached
full funding. hopefully, it will become a reality, but this line will take a long time to build,

and is not scheduled to open until 2030. 5ec8ef588b
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